
DAMAGED ROOF?
HERE’S HOW TO 
FILE A ROOF REPAIR
INSURANCE CLAIM

These are steps to follow to
obtain the most for your claim
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Get what you DESERVE from
your INSURANCE company

TALK TO US:
1 (844) 558-7878
info@falcontrust.com

Do you want to know more?

Please visit our website at www.falcontrust.com 
or call us at 844.55.TRUST (87878)

Contact us for a complimentary 
assessment and policy review.

No  recovery ,  NO  FEE !



HAS YOUR ROOF
SUFFERED ANY
SUBSTANTIAL
DAMAGE RECENTLY?

If you’re unsure, water leaks, peeling paint, ceiling
stains, cracked or broken flashings, mold, or broken
shingles are all signs that your roof may be
deteriorating. If you’ve noticed any of the
aforementioned issues, your roof may need to be
replaced. Once a homeowner has discovered roof
damage, it is imperative that it be repaired as soon as
possible to prevent any further issues. 

However, when filing a claim with your insurance, it
can get complicated. First, insurance companies give
homeowners a limited time to file a claim in order to
complete the repairs. Second, while insurance
companies may cover roof damages, especially those
caused by storms, time and time again they tend to
leave you, the homeowner, paying out of pocket. This
can then add to the stress of realizing your roof has
suffered substantial damage.

FalconTrust Group Insurance
Adjusters can help you navigate

this insurance process quickly and
professionally. 

We have over 25 years of
experience working to assist each

policy holder through the
insurance claim process. This

brochure will walk you through the
necessary steps of learning how to
determine if your roof needs to be

fixed and how to proceed when you
file a claim with your insurance. 

If you have questions of your own,
or would like to schedule your

FREE exterior inspection, please
give us a call! Our free inspection
can reveal hidden damage that

may not be easily detected by the
home/business owner.
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 1. CAUSES  OF  DAMAGE

The first step is to determine the cause of the damage. This may seem self-explanatory,
but different conditions  can cause specific types of damage to your roof. This section
will help you determine the type of damage to expect from these distinct situations.
Typically,  heavy storms, hail, and high winds are the most common causes of roof
impairments in South Florida.

c. High  Winds:

Roofs can be very susceptible to wind
damage, especially because high winds
don’t hit roofs uniformly. Rather, wind
tends to cause damage to the edges of
the roof, or the areas of the roof that are
already loose. These loose areas on a
roof become easy targets for heavy wind
that lead to a chain reaction of ripping
up shingles. Roofs can also be damaged
by falling objects and debris. If your roof
sustains prolonged wind damage, it can
start to leak or rot due to water
exposure.

S T E P S  TO  T AK E

a. Heavy  Storms:

After a heavy storm, rain can cause
water leaks that will lead to water spots
on your ceiling. Being mindful of broken
or damaged roof flashing, wet walls, or
any other water issues around your
home’s exterior will keep you alert to
any potential damage that occurred.

b. Hail:
It doesn’t take an abundance of hail to
cause detrimental damage. Depending on
the age and condition of your roof or
siding, even a small hailstorm can harm
your home’s exterior.

When Evaluating a Damaged Roof
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f. Aging:

One of the most common causes of roof
damage happens to be aging. Roofing
materials can get old, weak, and brittle,
which would require a replacement as
soon as possible. The longer you wait,
the weaker your roof becomes, which
makes it more susceptible to other
damages like leaking or shingle
deterioration.
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S T E P S  TO  T AK E

d. Tree  Damage:

While trees can benefit roofs by blocking
winds and providing UV ray protection,
there’s always the possibility that a large
branch, or the tree itself, can fall on
your roof. This can cause minimal
damage like scratches across your roof
or massive damage like dents. Always
ensure your trees are trimmed and kept
healthy to lower the risk of damage.

e. Lightning:

Lightning can affect the roof of your
house during a storm. Not only do you
have to worry about rain causing water
leaks but lightning itself can puncture a
roof or even ignite a fire. Therefore,
always be careful with electronics during
a storm and ensure you check for
charred marks on your roof or in your
attic afterward.

When Evaluating a Damaged Roof

Contact us for a complimentary 
assessment and policy review.

No  recovery ,  NO  FEE !



 2. INSPECT  THE  DAMAGE

Once the weather disaster has
passed, it’s  up to you to inspect the
damage. It  is  important to mention
that even if your roof looks intact
from the outside, it may have
suffered significant damage on the
inside. A trained expert can help
detect such hidden damages, so
reaching out to an insurance
adjusting company like
FalconTrust  Group  may benefit you.
Also, the time limit given by your
insurance company to file a claim
means you may not  be compensated
for any damage you neglect until
it’s  too late. It’s  always wiser to be
proactive in these situations and
address the issues right away. 

Different weather conditions can
cause different types of damage, not
only to your roof but to your other
property as well. For example, hail
can cause damage to your roof,
vehicle, decks, sheds, or window
screens. After a hailstorm,  inspect
the loss by looking for any forms of
indentations or tears to the entirety
of your property. Also, high winds
can cause heavy tree branches to fall
onto your property like your roofs,
windows, or car. 

But how do you inspect the damage
to your roof after hail, a heavy storm,
or high winds? First, it’s important to
understand that roofs can be
constructed out of different
materials. The main ones are asphalt
shingles, wood shingles, and tile. In
the following paragraphs, we’ve listed
some considerations when inspecting
your roof:

a. Roof  Leaks:

These are the easiest to find as there
will be water leaking into your house
where it shouldn’t be. Look for wet
spots or water dripping from the
ceiling.

b. Asphalt  Shingles:

Asphalt shingles are composed of
either organic paper or inorganic
glass-fiber. They are sturdy as long
as they have been fastened and
secured to your roof properly, but as
time passes, the asphalt tends to
wear down. This can be due to many
reasons such as aging, color,
weather, and attic ventilation. It can
cause damage such as shingle curling,
which is when the shingles curl
upward and are easy to break;
blisters, when the shingles
deteriorate at a faster pace; granule
flaking, when the asphalt starts
deteriorating by layer and it
fractures; or cupping, when the
shape of the shingle caves in on
itself.

S T E P S  TO  T AK E

When Evaluating a Damaged Roof
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c. Wood  Shingles:

Wood shingles are cut from Western
Red Cedar trees and combined with
cedar shakes to create thicker
roofing material than asphalt
shingles. Over time, however, these
shingles erode and need more
maintenance than asphalt shingles.
Wood shingles can be damaged by
typical deficiencies due to the wood
material; heavy winds, storm, or hail;
splitting and cupping; rusting; or
protruding fasteners, which are the
metal materials used to fasten the
wood—if the fasteners are not well
hidden from weather they can swell
and corrode. e. The  Gutter:

For this type of damage, look for
excessive shingle granules in the
gutter caused by high winds and
heavy rains.

f. Chimney  Flashing:

The chimney is a stress point when
high winds are passing, so look for a
missing or split chimney flashing.

d. Tile:

Tile roofing can be constructed from
clay or concrete and can take
different forms such as S-shaped,
flat, or barrel-shaped. Tiles can be
anchored to the roof using fasteners,
adhesive, or mortar. However, mortar
is not an adequate adhesive in Florida
as it cannot sustain hurricane winds.
Damage to tile roofs can be made
from simply walking improperly on
the roof itself, so ensure that if
anyone is ever walking across your
tile roof they are aware of its
sensitivity and walk on the bottom
edge of the tile. 

S T E P S  TO  T AK E

When Evaluating a Damaged Roof

This type of roofing can sustain
damage in the forms of cracking or
splitting due to walking improperly;
expanding due to a change in
temperature; and pitting, which are
black spots where granules have
fallen off.



3. FILING 
THE CLAIM

After you have found the damage, how do you
file a claim? The first step in this process is
to determine what is actually covered by your
insurance policy. Most policies cover
damages caused by hail, fire, vandalism, high
winds, tornadoes, and hurricanes. However,
don’t  assume your policy covers it all;
FalconTrust  Group can read through your
policy to ensure your damages will be
covered properly and in a timely manner.

The second step to consider is the insurance
company that represents you. Each company
can take a different approach when handling
an insurance claim. For example, some may
take the age of your roof into account. In this
case, your policy will cover the full cost of
repair or replacement if the roof is less than
ten years old. 

However, if the roof is more than ten years
old, you may only be compensated for the
depreciated value, which consists of wear and
tear as well as the aging that has occurred
over time prior to the damage itself. Some
companies, though, may only offer coverage
up to the depreciated value of the roof
regardless of age, while others will only cover
the damages that took place at the time of
the claim. Moreover, water damage may need
an additional policy. Therefore, it’s important
to always read your policy or consult an
expert at  FalconTrust Group.

Remember to be proactive in situations of
severe weather. Hailstorms and high winds
can cause enough damage to your roof that
may not seem detrimental in the moment, but
lead to more costly issues in the future.
Sometimes, to the untrained eye there may
not seem to be any damage at all, especially
when looking from the ground. This is why
it’s relevant to call an expert, such as
FalconTrust Group.

Our trained professionals will assess all
exterior elements of your home for damages,
walk you through the next steps if damage is
found, and answer all your questions. If any
damage is found, we will start the process to
file a claim with your insurance or
homeowner’s insurance company, depending
on the type of damage sustained.

Even if you’re uncertain about
damages you may have
sustained, reaching out to a
company like FalconTrust
Group  may give you peace of
mind. 

Our FREE, no-risk inspection
and consultation will help
determine if there are any
damages to your property
infrastructure.
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If you’re worried that your roof, fascia, or soffits board were damaged by high winds or
some other weather-related factor and you’re unsure if it’s covered by your insurance
company, we recommend you call FalconTrust Group Insurance Adjusters  for
a  free  property and drone evaluation. A drone evaluation is the best way to analyze the
root cause of your property damage by providing a more efficient unit of appraisal. The
camera and drone inspections provide critical insights into the various conditions of
your property. After determining the results, our team of experts will assess the damage
and help you decide what to do next!

With FalconTrust Group Insurance Adjusters  on your side, don’t let your insurance
company take advantage of you. We complete inspections across the entire home to
make sure we assess any and all possible damages. FalconTrust Group Insurance
Adjusters  is state-licensed and certified, with over 25 years of experience in the
insurance and construction industries. We will assist you with any property damage
insurance claim you may have, including past claims. We can open any old claims up to
five years after the loss. Contact us for a complimentary assessment and policy review.

No  recovery ,  NO  FEE !

1 (844) 55-TRUST

1 (844) 558-7878

FILE A HOMEOWNERS INSURANCE  CLAIM WITH US TODAY!

TAKE THE GUESSING GAME OUT 
OF FILING AN INSURANCE CLAIM

info@falcontrust.com

www.falcontrust.com

14150 SW 129 ST.
Miami, FL 33186

HEADQUARTERS:



Get what you DESERVE from
your INSURANCE company

TALK TO US:
1 (844) 558-7878
info@falcontrust.com

Do you want to know more?

Please visit our website at www.falcontrust.com 
or call us at 844.55.TRUST (87878)

Contact us for a complimentary 
assessment and policy review.

No  recovery ,  NO  FEE !

A  new  breed  of  

Insurance  Adjusters  

THIS IS A SOLICITATION FOR
BUSINESS. IF YOU HAVE HAD A CLAIM
FOR AN INSURED PROPERTY LOSS OR
DAMAGE AND YOU ARE SATISFIED
WITH THE PAYMENT BY YOUR
INSURER, YOU MAY DISREGARD THIS
ADVERTISEMENT.


